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Abstract: In the current fatigue life calculation theory, the most commonly used method is the13
frequency domain method. However, most of the frequency domain fatigue life prediction models14
do not indicate the scope of application of the spectral width parameter. Different frequency15
domain methods have strict applicability to the spectral width parameter, and improper model16
selection will lead to a great error. Therefore, it is particularly important to determine the scope of17
application of the spectral width parameter for different frequency-domain methods. This paper18
firstly introduces the current frequency domain methods, then simulates the analogue spectrum19
and selects three materials for comparison in different frequency-domain methods. By analyzing20
and comparing the results of random fatigue life and relative error results, the application of21
different frequency-domain methods is obtained, and random vibration simulation verification is22
carried out with the practical engineering example, which can provide a reference for the selection23
of life prediction models.24

Keywords: random fatigue; frequency-domain method; spectral width parameter; stationary25
Gaussian random process; life estimation; finite element analysis26
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1. Introduction29

Fatigue failure is one of the most important failure modes in engineering structures, and more30
than 85% of the structural failures are fatigue failures. Generally, the fatigue load can be divided31
into three types: constant amplitude fatigue, variable amplitude fatigue and random fatigue [1].32
Among them, constant amplitude fatigue and variable amplitude fatigue have been studied in most33
fields, and the theory and design are relatively perfect [2]. However, there is little research in the34
field of random fatigue. Most civil structures inevitably bear random loads, such as wind loads,35
pedestrian-vehicle loads, etc., so the study of random fatigue in the field of civil engineering is also36
very necessary.37

Fatigue life estimation is mainly obtained through the cumulative damage criterion and the38
S-N curve of the material. For random fatigue, life estimation methods are divided into the39
time-domain method and frequency-domain method [3]. The time-domain method is to analyze the40
time history of the response stress of the structure, and obtain the amplitude, mean value and cycle41
times of the response stress by a certain cycle counting method, and then calculate the fatigue42
damage and life of the structure by combining with the appropriate cumulative damage theory[4]43
and S-N curve of the material [5]. In this method, many scholars have proposed different cycle44
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counting methods for the response stress time history, and the rain flow counting method proposed45
by Matsuishi and Endo [5] is considered to be the most accurate cycle counting method in fatigue46
damage and fatigue life estimation [6-8], the rain flow solution is also usually used as an accurate47
solution or a standard solution in random fatigue life analysis. However, the time-domain method48
has a large amount of calculation, the time-history curve is difficult to obtain, and the operability is49
not good in the engineering application [9]. Therefore, in order to avoid various shortcomings of the50
time-domain method, the frequency-domain method has been developed to simplify the calculation51
of random fatigue damage and life. The frequency domain refers to another coordinate system used52
to describe the frequency characteristic of random processes [10]. By performing fast Fourier53
transform on the time domain signal, the various frequency components of the random process are54
separated to obtain the power spectral density and describe the characteristic with its55
corresponding spectral parameters . This is the basic idea of the frequency domain method [11]. The56
power spectral density is the "power" in a unit frequency band. Mathematically, the area enclosed57
by the power spectral density curve and the coordinate axis is equal to the mean square value of the58
signal [12,13]. The power spectral density can be divided into a broadband random process and a59
narrow-band random process according to their different spectral types [14,15].60

Many scholars have conducted a lot of research on different frequency domain methods.61
Matjaž Mršnik, Janko Slavič [16] and other people compared the above common methods through62
the measured data, and found that benaciutti Tovo, Zhao Baker and Dirlik methods have high63
accuracy, applicability, and can be used as the recommended method for fatigue life estimation.64
Braccesi C [17] proposed a new original index to evaluate the reliability of the frequency domain65
method for the stochastic process of double peak stress. Wang R J and Shang D G [18] performed66
fatigue testing on tensile shear spot welding specimens, and established a life prediction model for67
spot welding under random load through damage mechanics. Wang Mingzhu [19] studied the68
influence of frequency on the fatigue life curve of metal materials, and proposed a fatigue S-N69
curve model of metal materials. Zhen Gao and Torgeir Moan [20] proposed the fatigue life70
estimation method for the three-peak stochastic process based on the theory of the two-peak71
approximation method, and extended it to the generalized broadband stochastic process. D.72
Benasciutti [21,22] proposed a new method to predict fatigue life in frequency domain, and pointed73
out that in the wide-band random process, the narrow-band distribution method and its improved74
method will produce some conservative results, and TB method and Dirlik method are superior to75
other frequency-domain methods.76

When the load frequency range of the structure changes, the frequency range of the structural77
response will also change, resulting in the change of the spectrum width parameter of the response78
spectrum. At this time, for random fatigue damage and life calculation, the choice of the life79
prediction model is particularly important for the adaptability of different spectral width80
parameters. In the calculation of random fatigue life, the most commonly used method is the81
frequency domain method. At present, most frequency-domain fatigue life prediction models only82
specify whether they are applicable to narrowband or wideband, and do not indicate the specific83
application range of the spectrum width parameter. Different frequency domain methods have84
more stringent applicability to spectral width parameters, rather than universality. Improper model85
selection will lead to large errors. Different frequency domain methods have more stringent86
applicability to spectral width parameters, rather than universality. Improper model selection will87
lead to large errors. At present, there is no clear boundary between narrowband and wideband. So88
far, the range of narrowband and wideband spectral width parameters has not been clearly defined89
[23]. Therefore, it is more difficult to choose the appropriate fatigue life prediction model. At this90
time, it is more important to determine the application range of different spectrum width91
parameters for different frequency-domain methods. This article mainly studies the applicability of92
several common frequency-domain methods to different spectral width parameters.93

2. Common frequency domain methods94

In frequency-domain method, autocorrelation function is generally used to describe the95
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time-varying characteristic of the stationary random process. The power spectral density describes96
the stationary process in the frequency domain and can express the energy distribution of the97
random process [24].98

Theoretically, the autocorrelation function and power spectral density conform to Wiener -99
Sinchin theorem, as shown in Equation (1),100
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The power spectral density of random process X(t) can be divided into unilateral power101
spectral density and bilateral power spectral density. In practice, the frequency is always greater102
than zero, so the one-sided power spectral density is defined in Equation (2) as:103
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Statistical moments are numerical characteristics describing the probability density. Similarly,104
scholars introduce spectral moments to describe the numerical characteristics of the spectral density105
of random processes. According to ω=2πf, the spectral moment mi of the stationary random process106
X (t) is expressed in Equation (3) as the unilateral power spectral density,107
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In general, the irregular factor γ can be introduced to determine whether a stationary random108
process X(t) conforms to a narrow-band process or a wide-band process,109
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In formula (4), when γ→1, the random process tends to narrow-band random process; when110
γ→0, the random process tends to a broadband random process.111

The bandwidth parameter ε is often introduced in engineering to describe the bandwidth of112
random processes,113

21   (5)

In formula (5), when ε→0, the random process tends to narrow-band random process; when114
ε→1, the random process tends to a broadband random process.115
If a Gaussian random process is known, the peak expected rate vp and positive slope crossing116

expected value v0 per unit time can be obtained based on its power spectral density, as shown in117
Equation (6),118
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According to different statistical parameters, the frequency domain method can be divided119
into two types: the peak distribution method and the amplitude distribution method. The peak120
distribution method approximates the distribution of peaks to calculate the fatigue damage of the121
structure, which is more suitable for the broadband stable Gaussian process. The amplitude122
distribution method is to obtain the probability density distribution function of the amplitude of123
rain flow in response to stress through experiment or simulation, and then calculate the fatigue life124
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by combining with the fatigue damage theory. The random process can be divided into narrowband125
approximation and wideband correction according to the bandwidth characteristics. Because the126
amplitude distribution method is more simple, intuitive and convenient for application, it has been127
widely used in the engineering field. The frequency domain methods adopted in this paper are all128
based on the amplitude distribution method.129

For the stationary Gaussian random process, there are many methods to estimate the damage130

of the structure under random load. For narrow-band stationary Gaussian stochastic processes,131

Bendat proposed to use Rayleigh distribution to describe the probability density distribution of rain132

flow amplitude, and it has been confirmed [25, 26]. For the broadband stable Gaussian random133

process, due to the large difference in the distribution of rain flow amplitude, there is no unified134

fatigue life prediction model for academic analysis, but many scholars have proposed many135

different frequency domain empirical formulas. In 1980, after studying the power spectral density136

of different shapes, Wirsching-Light [27] proposed a correction factor to correct the fatigue damage137

calculated by the narrow-band method. Benasciutti and Tovo [28] proposed a new spectral width138

parameter α0.75 through a large number of numerical simulations, and used the correction factor to139

improve the narrow-band method, so this method is also called the α0.75 method. The140

Tovo-Benasciutti [29] method divides the broadband stochastic process into two parts, high141

frequency and low frequency, and treats them as narrow-band stochastic processes. Then the142

rain-fatigue damage of the original stochastic process is equivalent to these two narrow-band143

spectral fatigue Damage superposition. Dirlik [30, 31], Zhao and Baker [32], etc. proposed a144

different stress amplitude probability density function model by combining known probability145

density distribution functions. Ortiz and Chen [33] proposed new correction parameters by146

studying the Rayleigh distribution under different spectral widths. Larsen and Lutes [34] obtained a147

single-moment method suitable for estimating the random fatigue life of the bimodal spectrum148

through a large number of numerical simulations and rain flow amplitude analysis. The Nakagami149

method [35] believes that the Nakagami distribution model can not only accurately simulate the150

shape of the rain flow amplitude probability density distribution model, but also can make a good151

approximation of its tail compared to other distribution models.152

1. Narrowband method (NB)153
For the narrow-band random process, Bendat [25] proposed to describe the probability density154

distribution of the rain-flow amplitude with the Rayleigh distribution. He assumed that each cycle155
of the rain-flow amplitude of the narrow-band random process was completely symmetric, that is,156
the equivalent peak-valley cycle. The specific functional expression is shown in Equation (7),157
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Where, 2 is the mean stress square value of the random process, and S is the stress158

amplitude.159

Since the number of mean positive crossing and the number of peak occurrence in unit time of160
the narrow-band random process are equal, the fatigue damage formula of the structure in unit161
time in this case is transformed into:162
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In formula (8), f(S) is the N value in the S-N curve.163
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The Rayleigh distribution has higher applicability to the narrow-band random process, but it164

has poor applicability to the wide-band random process, because the probability of occurrence of165

stress cycles in the low-stress region in the wide-band random process will be higher than that of166

the narrow-band process. At this time, if the narrow-band method is used to estimate the fatigue167

damage and fatigue life, it is likely to overestimate and obtain a very conservative life value, which168

will have a greater impact on engineering applications.169

2. Wirsching-Light method (WL)170

In the Wirsching-Light method, the fatigue damage per unit time of the structure is shown in171

formula (9),172

WL NB
WLD D (9)

Where ρWL is related to the spectral width parameter ε and the slope α of the S-N curve, the173

specific expression is shown in Equation (10),174

  ( )( ) 1 ( ) (1 )BWL A B        (10)

The parameters A and B are both related to the slope value α. The specific formula is:175

( ) 0.926 0.033A   176

( ) 1.587 2.323B   177

3. α0.75method (AL)178

In the α0.75 method, the structural fatigue damage per unit time can be calculated is shown in179

Equation (11),180

2
0.75

AL NBD D (11)

4. Ortiz and Chen method (OC)181
Ortiz and Chen [33] studied the Rayleigh distribution under different spectral width182

parameters and proposed the following new correction parameter, as shown in Equation (12) and183
(13),184
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Where, k’=2.0/k.185
Wirsching-Light method, α0.75 method and Ortiz and Chen method all proposed to modify186

Bendat narrow-band fatigue life estimation with a broadband coefficient, so as to obtain the fatigue187

life of wideband stochastic process. However, these methods ignore the probability distribution188

information of stress amplitude and only calculates the fatigue life, which are only applicable to189

some specific cases.190

5. Tovo-Benasciutti method (TB)191
Through extensive research, Tovo-Benasciutti [29] found that the rain damage of the Gaussian192

process is always bounded, DRFC is between the upper and lower limits of Rayleigh fatigue damage193

DNB and the damage DRCof the variable range mean counting method, as shown in Equation (14),194
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RC RFC NBD D D  (14)

Therefore, the rain damage value can be calculated through a certain linear combination, and195

the weight coefficient b is selected to obtain the structural damage, as shown in Equation (15) and196

(16),197

(1 )BT NB RCD bD b D   (15)

1
2
k

RC NBD D   (16)

198
Therefore,199

1
2 2(1 )TB k NBD b b D      (17)

In Equation (17), for the value of parameter b, there are currently two forms are shown in200
Equation (18) and (19),201
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According to the different values of parameter b, the TB method is divided into TB1 and TB2202
methods. In the wideband random process, the narrow-band fractional step method and its203
improvement method can get conservative results, while the T-B method can get more accurate204
results.205
6. Dirlik method (DI)206

The Dirlik method [30,31] is an empirical closed formula that includes an exponential207
distribution function and two Rayleigh distribution functions. The two distribution functions are208
linearly combined to simulate the probability density distribution of rain flow amplitude. The209
specific calculation formula is shown in Equation (20),210
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It is proved by experiments that Dirlik method is very accurate. However, the main problem216

of this method lies in that it is an empirical formula completely obtained through experimental217

simulation without any complete theoretical explanation. In addition, the Dirlik method does not218

take into account the influence of average stress, so this method is difficult to apply to219

non-Gaussian random processes with non-zero mean value and large error.220

7. Zhao-Baker method (ZB)221

The Zhao-Baker method [32] describes the probability density of rain flow amplitude222

through a linear combination of a Rayleigh distribution and a Weibull distribution function. The223

expression is shown in Equation (21),224
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The weighting coefficient  in the formula (21) is,225
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The other two parameters 'A , B' are expressed by the following formula:227
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Zhao-Baker method is especially suitable for some specific power spectra.230
8. Single moment method (SM)231

In the single moment method, the structural fatigue damage per unit time can be calculated is232

shown in Equation (22) and (23),233

SM NB
SMD D (22)
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The SM method improves the Rayleigh approximation to some extent, and is suitable for234
some wideband random processes .235
9. Nakagami method (NK)236

The Nakagami method [35] believes that the rain flow amplitude probability density237
distribution follows the Nakagami distribution, the expression is shown in Equation (22),238
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Where,239
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3. Analysis of the change of spectrum parameter and its influencing factors242

In order to obtain the applicable range of different spectrum width parameters for the different243
frequency-domain methods, in addition to the change of the spectrum width parameter, the244
influence of different spectral types and different material parameters must also be considered.245
Therefore, through the numerical simulation of different simulation spectras and three different246
materials, the accuracy and applicability of the above 10 methods (including TB method divided247
into TB1 and TB2) were compared.248

3.1 Spectrum simulation and the characteristic parameters249

The simulated spectrum taken in this article can be divided into four categories: band-limited250
white noise spectrum, single-peak spectrum, double-peak spectrum and multi-peak spectrum. In251
order to control the variables, all the simulated spectra are curves with the same root mean square252
value of stress and varying spectrum width parameters. The root-mean-square value of the stress253
here is taken as 147MPa, and the spectrum width parameter range is between 0 and 1. In order to254
cover the spectrum width parameter range as far as possible, Matlab is used to adjust the spectrum255
amplitude and frequency domain range and randomly generate signals with different spectrum256
width parameters.257
1. Single peak spectrum258

259

Figure 1. Single peak simulation spectrum260
As shown in Figure 1, the single peak spectrum refers to the power spectrum density with only261

one peak in the whole spectrum line. When the natural frequency of the structure is consistent with262
or close to the load frequency, a resonance phenomenon will occur, and the response spectrum will263
generate a peak, so this peak spectrum is also a common response spectrum in engineering. This set264
of single-peak spectra contains 12 spectral lines, the root mean square stress is 147MPa, and the265
spectral width parameters are respectively 0.1875, 0.2657, 0.389, 0.4546, 0.5504, 0.6061, 0.6688, 0.7272,266
0.8184, 0.8942, 0.9221 , 0.965.267
2. Double peak spectrum268
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269

Figure 2. Double peak simulation spectrum270
As shown in Figure 2, the double-peak spectrum refers to the entire spectral line that contains271

only two main frequency peaks. This is also one of the main forms of the dynamic response of272
engineering structures. When the structure generates two-order resonance, a double-peak response273
spectrum will be generated. This set of bimodal spectra contains 12 spectral lines with spectral274
width parameters of 0.1951, 0.2445, 0.3568, 0.4821, 0.5543, 0.6534, 0.7386, 0.8129, 0.8852, 0.9483,275
0.9746, 0.9829. Here we also consider the impact of different background noises on life calculation.276
3. Multi-peak spectrum277

278

Figure 3. Multiple peak simulation spectrum279
As shown in Figure 3, the multi-peak spectrum refers to more than three peaks in the entire280

spectrum, which is a typical broadband spectrum. When the frequency range of the external load is281
wide, it can cover the multi-order natural frequency of the structure, then the result will be282
multi-order resonance, and the multi-peak spectrum will appear in the response spectrum of this283
case, which is also a common spectrum in structural, mechanical, marine, and aerospace284
engineering. This group contains a total of 10 sets of spectral lines, the spectral width parameters285
are: 0.3863, 0.4858, 0.5844, 0.6415, 0.6972, 0.7511, 0.8396, 0.9099, 0.9298, 0.966.286
4. Band-limited white noise spectrum287

288

Figure 4.  Bandlimited white noise simulation spectrum289
In structural vibration fatigue analysis, the environmental load and stress response of the290

structure can usually be approximated as a band-limited white noise process or a combination of291
band-limited white noise processes [36,37], as shown in Figure 4. This group takes a total of 10 sets292
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of band-limited white noise analogue spectrum curves, and changes its spectrum width parameters293
by changing its frequency range and amplitude. The specific spectral width parameters are: 0.115,294
0.18812, 0.2733, 0.3498, 0.4167, 0.474, 0.5225, 0.5631, 0.6248, 0.6667.295

3.2 The influence of material properties296

In general, fatigue life curve is used to describe the fatigue performance of materials in297
engineering, and its power function formula is,298

mS N C (25)

In Equation (25), m and C are material constants. According to Equation (8), when calculating299
the random fatigue damage in the frequency domain method, the S-N curve of the material also has300
an important influence. The type of material also affects the accuracy of the random fatigue life in301
the frequency domain method.302
Steel and aluminum alloy are three commonly used materials in engineering. Among them, steel303

is the most widely used material in most engineering fields, and aluminium alloy is a non-ferrous304
metal material commonly used in engineering. The functional relationship between the stress305
amplitude and fatigue life is selected in the form of a power function and three parameters. In order306
to ensure the reliability of the results, this paper selects one of the three material types for analysis.307
The slope of the S-N curve affects the calculation accuracy of the frequency domain method, and308
the slope value of steel and aluminium alloys does not change much, spring steel with a larger309
slope is selected for analysis. Spring steel is specifically used to make springs and elastic310
Components of steel . In order to ensure the reliability of the results, in this paper, Q460D steel,311
LY12 aluminum alloy, GB/T4657-89 carbon spring steel wire is selected for analysis. The parameters312
of the three materials are shown in Table 1 [38] to verify the applicability of different313
frequency-domain methods to different S-N curve models. Su in the table is the ultimate tensile314
strength.315

Table 1. Material list [38]316

Material S-N curve Su/MPa

Steel 12 3.3241.934 10N S    725

Aluminium alloy   213 1.78 1.783.83 10 162.2N S


   425

Spring steel 37 11.71.413 10N S    1850

3.3 Reference Standard-Time Domain Analysis317

In order to obtain the applicability of various frequency-domain methods to different spectral318
width parameters, it is necessary to compare the estimation results of different frequency-domain319
methods, which requires obtaining an accurate solution as the comparison standard. In this paper,320
the life result TRF calculated by the rain current counting method combined with the Miner321
cumulative damage criterion is selected as the reference standard, so as to achieve the purpose of322
comparison. Before applying the rain current counting method, since the simulated spectral curve is323
a frequency domain curve, it needs to be converted into a time history curve. In this paper, the324
inverse Fourier transform method is selected for time-frequency conversion. Since the simulated325
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spectrum is in the form of power spectral density and does not contain phase information, but for a326
stationary random process, if it is assumed that its random phase angle is uniformly distributed in327
the interval [0,2  ] [39], in the end, consistent statistical characteristics can be obtained, and the328
lifetime results are also equivalent.329

In order to obtain a more accurate time-domain result, when applying the time-domain330
method, not only the influence of rain flow amplitude but also the influence of rain flow mean331
value must be considered [40]. Therefore, the Goodman equation is added to the time domain332
method to obtain the rain flow life estimation TRF in Equation (27),333
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u m
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RF
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 (27)

In Equation (26), Su is the ultimate tensile strength, Sa is the stress amplitude, Sm is the average334
stress, and Sf is the fatigue limit amplitude.335

4. Comparative analysis336

The 10 commonly used frequency domain methods described can be divided into two337

categories. One is the approximate amplitude probability distribution method, including the338

narrow-band method, Dirlik method, Zhao–Baker method, and Nakagami method. The life density339

is calculated by simulating the probability density distribution of rain current amplitude. The other340

type is the correction coefficient method, which uses a correction coefficient to modify the341

narrowband method to calculate the fatigue life, including the Wirsching-Light method, the Ortiz342

and Chen method, the Tovo-Benasciutti method (TB1, TB2), and the single-moment method.343

4.1 Rainflow amplitude distribution344

Because the approximate amplitude probability distribution method can intuitively describe345

the distribution of rain flow amplitude, it is of great theoretical significance to calculate the random346

fatigue life by the approximate amplitude probability distribution method. This section first studies347

the applicability of the above four rain flow amplitude probability density distribution functions to348

different spectral width parameters. Time domain simulation was performed on 44 sets of349

simulated spectral curves. The rain flow amplitude histogram and the cumulative probability350

density curve of rain flow amplitude are obtained by the rain flow counting method. By comparing351

it with four probability density distribution function curves of rain flow amplitude, we can see its352

applicability to rain flow amplitude. The probability density curves of rain flow amplitude and353

cumulative probability density curves of the simulated spectrum are shown in Appendix A. In354

order to observe the errors of the four frequency-domain methods and the rain flow counting355

method more intuitively, the root mean square error value is calculated for the cumulative356

probability density function. The specific calculation is shown in Equation (28):357
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The variation of the root-mean-square error of the four frequency domain methods with the358

spectral width parameter is shown in Figure 5,359

360

(a)361

362

(b)363
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364

(c)365

366

(d)367
Figure 5.  Comparison of RMS errors in CDF by four frequency-domain methods: (a) Single peak368
spectrum; (b) Bimodal spectrum; (c)Multi-peak spectrum; (d) Band limited white noise spectrum369
As can be seen from Figure 5 and Appendix A, the four different life prediction models have370

the same application conditions and changing rules under different spectrum width parameters,371

regardless of the form of the simulated spectrum. Since the stress RMS values of these 44 simulated372

spectrum curves are the same, and the variable is only the spectrum width parameter, the fitting373

conditions of different life prediction models to the rain flow amplitude can be obtained. The374

specific analysis results are:375

1. Histogram of rain flow amplitude: When the root mean square stress is the same, when the376

spectrum width parameter gradually increases, the stochastic process gradually transits from377

narrowband to wideband, the distribution of rain flow amplitude gradually concentrates to the378

low amplitude area, and the proportion of high-stress area gradually decreases. That is, the379

probability of occurrence of low-stress amplitude in a broadband random process is higher380

than that in a narrow-band random process.381
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2. Rayleigh distribution: When the spectral width parameter  is small, that is, when382

approaching a narrow-band random process, the rain flow amplitude distribution is more in383

line with the Rayleigh distribution, and the fitting effect gradually becomes worse when ε384

gradually becomes larger. From different cumulative probability density curves, it can be seen385

that as ε becomes larger, the fitting error in the low-stress region becomes larger, and the386

probability density value obtained by the Rayleigh distribution will gradually become smaller387

than the probability density value of the rain flow amplitude. This reduced stress range is also388

getting larger and larger, which causes a large error when fitting the broadband random389

process by the Rayleigh distribution. Therefore, it will make the life results too conservative,390

resulting in the waste of materials.391

3. Drilik model: When the spectrum width parameter ε is small, the Drilik distribution is closer392

to the Rayleigh distribution. When ε gradually becomes larger, the Drilik distribution fits the393

rain flow amplitude histogram better and better, and the shape is closer. The low-stress region394

can achieve good coincidence, high accuracy, and strong versatility. Especially for broadband395

random processes with spectral width parameter ε greater than 0.7, the Drilik model has396

obvious advantages.397

4. Zhao-Baker model: The fitting degree of the Zhao-Baker model is similar with the Drilik398

model, the difference is that the broadband random process, the Zhao-Baker model will399

overestimate the part of the low-stress area. Since the area sum of the probability density curve400

is 1, overestimating the low-stress area will result in underestimating the high-stress area,401

which will underestimate the fatigue life of the structure and the results will be unsafe.402

5. Nakagami distribution: Nakagami distribution can not accurately describe the distribution of403

rain flow amplitude in the entire stress amplitude range when the spectrum width parameter404

is small and large. However, in the transition area between the narrow-band random process405

and the broadband random process, a better fitting effect can be achieved. This is the only406

distribution model in the four models that can better fit the transition area.407

The rain flow amplitude histograms in the figures are obtained by first performing408

time-frequency conversion on the simulated spectrum to obtain a time history curve, and then409

performing rain flow counting. Because the simulated spectral curves are the power spectral410

density curves and don’t contain phase information, the time history curves obtained each time are411

different, and the results of the rain flow count will also be different. However, due to the same412

statistical characteristics before and after conversion, the trend of the rain flow amplitude histogram413

obtained by the rain flow counting method with the spectral width parameter value ε is414

approximately the same. However, it will still cause the above probability density curve and415

cumulative probability density curve to have certain limitations and errors. At the same time, the416

analysis of the above graphs shows that the application scope of different frequency-domain417

methods has certain human factors. The limits of the applicable range can not be obtained418

accurately, so the specific life calculation should be combined with the S-N curve of the material419

and the Miner damage criterion to obtain the accuracy and applicability of different420

frequency-domain methods through the intuitive numerical relationship.421

4.2. Random fatigue life estimation422
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For the three materials listed in Table 1 and the 44 simulated spectrum curves above, the 10423

frequency-domain methods and rain flow counting methods are used to calculate different random424

fatigue life estimation results TXX.425

The life cycle TRF obtained by rain-flow counting method is used as the exact solution, in order426

to observe the error of each frequency domain method and the exact solution more intuitively, the427

relative error value RE is taken for analysis. The specific calculation formula is shown in Equation428

(29):429

RF XX

RF

T TRE
T


 (29)

Perform statistical analysis on the data in the above table and calculate according to Equation430
(27) to obtain the relative error value when calculating random fatigue life by different431
frequency-domain methods:432

433

(a) (b)434

435
(c) (d)436

Figure 6. Comparison of relative errors in estimating fatigue life by frequency-domain method437

(steel): (a) Single peak spectrum; (b) Bimodal spectrum; (c)Multi-peak spectrum; (d) Band limited438

white noise spectrum439
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440

(a) (b)441

442

(c) (d)443

Figure 7. Comparison of relative errors in estimating fatigue life by frequency-domain method444

(aluminum alloy): (a) Single peak spectrum; (b) Bimodal spectrum; (c)Multi-peak spectrum; (d)445

Band limited white noise spectrum446

447

(a) (b)448

449
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(c) (d)450
Figure 8.  Comparison of relative errors in estimating fatigue life by frequency-domain method451
(spring steel): (a) Single peak spectrum; (b) Bimodal spectrum; (c)Multi-peak spectrum; (d) Band452
limited white noise spectrum453
Analyzing Figures 6-8, we can find that each frequency-domain method has different454

applicability to different spectrum width parameters and different materials, but it has similar455
applicability to different spectrum types. Therefore, it can be considered that the accuracy of these456
10 frequency-domain methods for calculating random fatigue life is only related to the spectral457
width parameters and materials, and not to the spectral type. The influence of the material on it is458
mainly reflected by the influence of the slope k of the S-N curve of the material. When the material459
is fixed, that is, the m value is fixed, the relative error value of each frequency domain method460
changes regularly with the change of the spectral width parameter. In addition to the NB method461
that has been proven to be used to calculate the narrow-band random process, the remaining 9462
frequency-domain methods are commonly used for the broadband stationary Gaussian random463
process, so they all show the rule that the errors keep decreasing with the increase of the spectral464
width parameter, even lower than zero. When the spectrum width parameter is fixed, the465
applicabilities of each frequency domain method to different slope k values are also different. In466
general, the increase of k value will cause the calculation error of various frequency-domain467
methods to increase accordingly, which is very unfavourable for the random fatigue life analysis of468
materials with a large slope. The specific analysis of the change law of each frequency domain469
method separately can get the applications of these 10 commonly used frequency domain methods:470
1. NB method: For the narrow-band stationary Gaussian random process, the distribution of471

rain flow amplitude can generally be approximated by Rayleigh distribution, which has been472
theoretically confirmed. Through analysis, the NB method is only suitable for narrow-band473
random processes, but it has poor applicability to the material slope k value.474

2. WL method: It is a modification of the NB method. When the spectrum width parameter is475

small, the accuracy of the calculation result is higher than other frequency-domain methods,476

and the adaptability to the slope k value of the S-N curve is better; When the parameter is large,477

its accuracy is smaller than those of the frequency domain method applicable to the broadband478

process. The specific ε application range is roughly 0.1 to 0.4.479

3. AL method: Compared with the NB method, the accuracy of the lifetime calculation result of480

the broadband spectrum is improved, and the applicable range of the spectrum width481

parameter is roughly 0.75 to 1.482

4. TB1 method: Since most of the results of the TB1 method have large errors, only a few data483

can achieve good results, so the TB1 method is not recommended as a frequency-domain484

method for calculating random fatigue damage and life in engineering, the scope of485

application of its spectral width parameter is no longer given here.486

5. TB2 method: It is suitable for broadband random processes, especially when the spectral487

width parameter is 0.7 to 1, the accuracy is high, and it is a commonly used broadband488

frequency-domain method.489

6. DI method: The accuracy of the calculation results is similar with TB2, but the accuracy of490

some regions is slightly lower than TB2. For the ideal broadband random process, the DI491

method may underestimate the fatigue life results and become dangerous. The applicable492
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range of the spectrum width parameter is roughly 0.7 to 1, and the DI method is also one of the493

most widely used methods at present.494

7. ZB method: For the broadband random process, the accuracy of a small part of the cases is495

high, but most of the errors are large. The applicable range of the spectrum width parameter is496

roughly 0.8 to 0.95.497

8. OC method: The OC method is also a broadband method, and the applicable range of the498

spectrum width parameter is roughly 0.85 to 1.499

9. SM method: The SM method is also applicable to the broadband process, but for the curve of500

the ideal broadband random process, when the k value is small, the life will become too high501

and unsafe. The applicable range of the spectrum width parameter is roughly 0.7 to 0.9.502

10. NK method: The NK method has a large error in the calculation results of the ideal503

narrowband and ideal broadband, but for the transition region of narrowband and broadband,504

the accuracy of the result is significantly higher than other frequency-domain methods, and it505

is closer to the exact solution. The applicable range of the spectrum width parameter is506

approximately 0.45 to 0.7.507

5. Example analysis508

This article will take the stadium canopy of a stadium as the research object. The ANSYS509

software is used to model and perform random vibration simulation analysis, and the Matlab510

software is used to perform random fatigue life analysis on the random fatigue response stress511

power spectral density to verify the results obtained in this paper. The concrete structure and finite512

element model of the stadium stand canopy are shown in Figure 9.513

514
(a) (b)515

Figure 9.  Stadium stand hood model: (a) Real image; (b) Finite element model;516
Cantilever steel truss structure is used for the grandstand canopy. The canopy area is 1729m2517

and the amount of steel used is 36.5kg/m2. The basic members are round steel pipes and the518
structure is divided into nine steel trusses with a spacing of 7.8 meters. Each steel truss consists of519
two parallel circular arc steel pipes 2.6 meters apart to form its upper chord plane, and two circular520
arc steel pipes joined together form its lower chord, which is connected by a web bar in the middle.521
Nine steel trusses are connected to the foundation by nine reinforced concrete columns. The steel522
truss is joined to the column by hinge joints. In order to ensure its geometrical stability, two tension523
rods extending from the bottom of the column are connected with two upper chord rods524
respectively, and then each steel truss is connected into a stable whole by the purlin and the525
support.526
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According to the requirements of force and function, five sizes of round steel pipe are used in527
the structure: upper chordal longitudinal bar Φ168×10, lower chordal longitudinal bar 2Φ168×10,528
upper chordal transverse bar, diagonal bar and web bar (excluding support) Φ89×4, support web529
Φ133×8, and cable-stayed bar Φ168×6. The two lower chords are combined to form a triangular530
truss system.531

The modal analysis of the above finite element model is carried out. First, the dynamic532
characteristics of the stadium stand canopy model are solved by the modal solution method, and533
the multi-step natural frequencies and modes are obtained. The first 10 natural frequencies are534
shown in Table 2:535

Table 2. Calculated natural frequency of structure536

Mode shape 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Frequency/Hz 2.37 3.25 3.68 4.07 4.40 4.66 4.85 5.47 6.30 7.12

To analyze the stress situation of the structure, this paper mainly considers the effect of wind537
load. A surface load is applied above the stand shed. To cover the pressure power spectral density538
of the first 260 natural frequencies, the load frequency range is 0 to 100Hz, as shown in Figure 10:539

540

541
Figure 10.  Pressure load spectrum542

Random vibration spectrum analysis is performed on the stand shed model, and the axial543
stress and displacement solutions of the stand shed are extracted, as shown in Figure 11.544

545

(a) (b)546
Figure 11.  Finite element results : (a) Axial stress; (b) Relative displacement;547

The stress power spectral density of the maximum stress point of the response axis is548
obtained by finite element calculation, as shown in Figure 12,549
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550
Figure 12.  Response stress power spectral density551

It can be seen from Figure 12 that the first peak of the stress response spectrum occurs at552
3.2576Hz, that is, the second natural frequency of the structure, which corresponds to the mode of553
the structure. For the stress response, the first peak occupies the main part, and the latter is very554
small.555

The random fatigue life analysis of the structure of the bleacher tent was carried out. First, the556
axial stress at the maximum stress of the structure is 106.3MPa. In order to explore the applicability557
of the change of spectrum width parameters to different frequency domain methods, four sets of558
power spectra with spectrum width parameters of 0.178, 0.4657, 0.7285 and 0.9611 were generated559
using Matlab by changing the frequency domain range of the load spectrum. Through different560
frequency domain methods, the fatigue life of the structure is calculated, and the results are561
compared using the rain flow counting method as a reference. The estimated results and relative562
errors are shown in the Table 3:563

Table 3.  Random fatigue life estimation results564

ͼ TRF TNB TWL TAL TOC TTB1 TTB2 TDI TZB TSM TNK

0.178 28186
27157

-3.65%

26866

-4.68%

25443

-9.73%

25801

-8.46%

25855

-8.27%

25198

-10.6%

25546

-9.94%

26382

-6.40%

25367

-10.0%

33147

17.6%

0.465

7
27379

28543

4.25%

26864

-1.88%

25765

-7.70%

25610

-6.46%

26143

-4.51%

26112

-4.62%

25489

-6.90%

27765

1.40%

25454

-7.03%

30654

11.9%

0.728

5
13678

10108

-26.1%

10983

-19.7%

13191

-3.56%

12700

-7.15%

11544

-15.6%

13090

-4.43%

12924

-5.51%

14895

8.9%

13533

-1.06%

12631

-7.65%

0.961

1
15443

8721

-43.5%

10543

-31.7%

15365

-0.505%

14578

-5.60%

10689

-30.8%

16465

6.61%

16377

6.04%

17878

15.7%

17820

15.4%

8964

-42.0%
Combined with the above analysis results, in general, when the spectral width parameter is565

0.1-0.4, the error of the WL method is small; when the spectral width parameter is 0.7-1, the TB2 ,AL566

and DI method are better than other methods. This is basically consistent with the previous567

conclusion.568

Through the above comparison, we can find that the 10 common frequency-domain methods569

analyzed in this paper have their own application range of spectral width parameters, but none of570

the frequency domain methods can be applied to all spectral width parameters or most spectral571

width parameters. It is only suitable for a small range, and their applicabilities to the slope of the572
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S-N curve of the materials are also uneven. The same frequency domain method will have a large573

difference in the degree of application of different k values. Through the analysis of the applicable574

range of the spectral width parameters in this paper, it can provide a reference for selecting an575

appropriate life prediction model when calculating random fatigue damage or life and reduce576

errors.577

6. Conclusions578

The basic knowledge and methods of the fatigue life analysis including the time domain and579

frequency domain has been presented in this paper. Combining with the simulated spectra and the580

theory about random vibration and random fatigue strength, the analysis and comparison between581

different exiting frequency domain methods have been done. The application scope of the spectrum582

width parameters of 10 commonly used frequency domain methods are emphatically studied, and583

an engineering example is introduced for verification and analysis. The detailed results are584

summarized as follows:585

1. Based on the frequency domain method of random fatigue life estimation theory, the basic586

principle, advantages and disadvantages of 10 common frequency domain methods are587

discussed. Then, 44 groups of single-peak spectrum, double-peak spectrum, multi-peak588

spectrum and band-limited white noise spectrum are simulated to compare the methods in589

different frequency domains by using steel, aluminum alloy and spring steel which are590

commonly used in engineering.591

2. Time-domain simulation of 44 groups of spectrum is carried out. Histogram of rain flow592

amplitude and cumulative probability density curve of rain flow amplitude for each curve are593

obtained by rain flow counting method and compared with four approximate amplitude594

probability distribution methods. It can be concluded that four different life prediction models595

have the same applicability and variation rule under different spectral width parameters, and596

are independent of the form of simulation spectrum. The results show that Reyleigh597

distribution is suitable for fitting narrowband stochastic processes. Dirlik method has obvious598

advantages when the spectrum width parameter is larger than 0.7. Zhao-Baker method fits599

broadband stochastic processes well but underestimates the fatigue life of structures.600

Nakagami method can better fit the transition region between narrowband and broadband.601

3. By analyzing and comparing the results of random fatigue life and relative error, it can be602

found that each frequency domain method has different applicability for different spectral603

width parameters and different materials, but similar applicability for different spectral shapes.604

Relative error values of different frequency domain methods increase with increasing slope605

values of material S-N curves. When analyzing the variation rule of each frequency domain606

method for a specific material, the applicable ranges of spectrum width parameters of 10607

common frequency domain methods are obtained, which can provide reference for choosing608

appropriate life prediction model.609

4. Based on random vibration theory and fatigue life theory, simulation analysis of a stadium610

grandstand canopy under random vibration condition was carried out. By changing the611

spectrum width parameters of the power spectrum, the fatigue life results of the structure are612

calculated by different frequency domain methods and compared with the rain flow counting613

method. The results show that when the parameter of spectrum width is 0.1 to 0.4, the error of614
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WL method is small, and when the parameter of spectrum width is 0.7 to 1, the TB2 method615

and DI method are better than other methods, thus validating the previous conclusions616

effectively.617
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633

634

635
Figure A1.  Probability density distribution of the amplitude of rain flow (single peak636

spectrum)637
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644
Figure A2.  Rain flow amplitude CDF (single peak spectrum)645
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650

651
Figure A3.  Probability density distribution of the amplitude of rain flow (bimodal spectrum)652
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657

658

659
Figure A4.  Rain flow amplitude CDF (bimodal spectrum)660
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665
Figure A5.  Probability density distribution of rain flow amplitude (multi-peak spectrum)666

667

668
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670

671
Figure A6.  Rain flow amplitude CDF (multi-peak spectrum)672
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676

677
Figure A7.  Probability density distribution of rain flow amplitude (Band-limited white noise678

spectrum)679

680
681
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683

684

685
Figure A8.  Rain flow amplitude CDF (Band-limited white noise spectrum)686
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